INFO BULLETIN

MESH - Intercast Banner
Tips for a smooth use
Mesh banner has become widespread in large-format digital printing due to its extreme printability and workability, especially for partial or total roofing of buildings undergoing renovation.
Despite its daily use, we would like to provide you with some advice so you may avoid having any problems
with this material.

BASIC FACTS
• Our Mesh is a multi-layered material: a highly tear-resistant printable vinyl mesh surface + a
temporary liner.
• The Mesh liner, for technical reasons, must have light anchorage, so it may be removed easily
once printing is completed. For this reason, a hybrid glue with low tackiness is used, similar to
that of post-its.
• The liner is there just to collect any excess ink that otherwise might be deposited on the printing surface causing considerable problems.

QUICK ANSWERS TO FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
• Why does the liner come away before printing?
Because the roll has been exposed to the air without protection and as a result the glue has
oxidized. Air constantly exerts an oxidative action on any adhesive and causes it to decay.
• Why does the liner come away with difficulty after printing?
Because the material has been subjected to a heat shock during storage, while being transported and moved or during the printing process.

A FEW USEFUL TIPS
• Store in original packaging. It protects the product from damp conditions and from direct
sunlight.
• Print immediately after opening the packaging to avoid the oxidisation process due to the
air. If the roll is not used entirely, it should be carefully rolled up again in at least three layers of
polythene and then replaced in its original packaging.
• Remove the liner at a 45° degree angle. As well as being the right way to proceed, this also
avoids breakage of the liner or other unfortunate mishaps.
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